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     Since the very first movie was made in 1895, accurate and fair 
representation of  strong women in the film industry has been 
exceedingly rare. The popularity of  film as a creative medium 
and within our culture is undeniable, and without adequate rep-
resentation on the screen, young women could see themselves 
as being less than men. This is unacceptable. It’s crucial to have 
strong women that the mothers, sisters, and daughters of  tomor-
row can look up to.
     In an industry dominated by men (71.8% of  filmmakers are 
men), when women do get these roles (which is a rare occur-
rence), they’re normally directed by men, causing the authentic-
ity of  the film to decrease. It becomes less likely for women to 
be depicted accurately in films, because a man can’t understand 
how a female role should be played. Not all hope is lost, however. 
There are many women making waves in the film industry, one 
of  them being Frances McDormand, who starred in Three Bill-
boards Outside Ebbing, Missouri in 2017. She portrayed a griev-
ing mother determined to pressure local law enforcement into 
solving her daughter’s murder and rape. McDormand gained her 
second Oscar from this film with her brilliant performance. 
     At the Academy Awards ceremony in 2018,  McDormand 
asked every female nominee to stand up. “Look around, ladies 
and gentlemen, because we all have stories to tell and projects we 
need financed,” said McDormand to a captive audience. “Don’t 
talk to us about it at the parties tonight. Invite us into your office 
in a couple days, or you can come to ours, whichever suits you 
best, and we’ll tell you all about them.”
     Actress Margot Robbie has been very popular in the film in-
dustry as of  late, but she still has concerns about women being 
represented correctly in the film industry. The Academy Award-
winning performer says she tries to be in more action movies 
because “the perception that women aren’t interested in action is 
ridiculous.” The 2016 hit film Suicide Squad, in which she played 
Harley Quinn, was harshly criticized for misogynistic under-
tones. But in a major change of  tune, the sequel Birds of  Prey 
was commended for its fantastic portrayal of  women, and Direc-
tor Cathy Yan’s understanding of  female characters
     Scarlett Johansson echoes Margot Robbie’s sentiments. She 
faced similar hardships in her various roles within the Marvel 
Cinematic Universe. She told Collider Magazine that her role 
in 2010’s Iron Man 2 was sexualized, and that she was seen as a 
“possession”.Thankfully, her role as the leading lady in Black 
Widow showed her in a significantly better light, thanks in part to 
director Cate Shortland.
     We’ve talked about how not to portray women in film. Now, 
let’s take a look at a movie that did it right: Hidden Figures. Star-
ring Taraji P. Henson, Octavia Spencer, and Janelle Monáe, this 
blockbuster from 2017 follows three black women who worked as 
Mathematicians at NASA in the 1960’s. The film starkly depicts 
the trio’s experiences with racism and sexism, and highlights 
their role in the launch of  the first American crewed orbital 
spaceflight.
     In the end, accurate representation of  strong women on the 
silver screen has increased significantly in recent years. However, 
there is still much work to be done, and I have no doubt that 
sometime in the future, this article will become irrelevant, and 
women will be equal to men in the film industry.

WOMEN IN THE FILM INDUSTRY
The fight for equal representation
Ella Custer Mulholland   >>>  Reporter



     “I have become exceedingly frustrated with the lack of  balanced news 
sources. The midterm elections are quickly approaching, and I want to 
find fair and unbiased information about each candidate. Unfortunately, 
it seems like almost everyone has an agenda they’re trying to push, and 
I’m fed up with it.”
     Does this sound like you? Trust me, I get it. It’s too difficult to find a 
news source that delivers the facts, and nothing but. This is part of  why 
I joined Plugged In in the first place: to transform it into a source that 
students can turn to for balanced content.
     Now, it’s time to realize that dream. This is the Plugged In Manifesto, 
the guiding principles that our publication will follow. It consists of  two 
goals that I hope to achieve by the end of  this year: to provide factual, 
relevant content for our audience, and to create a platform for civil dis-
course.
     First, we will provide factual, relevant content for our audience. That 
begs the question, who is our audience? While the staff  and students of  
Speedway Schools are our primary audience, we realize that Speedway 
isn’t adequately covered by any of  the major local news outlets, and we 
feel the need to fill this void. In that vein, we will cover local events that 
affect not only students, but the Speedway community as a whole. After 
all, who would cover Speedway better than people who live here?
     Additionally, we are committed to ensuring that our content is as fair 
and balanced as possible. Everyone has biases, and we are no exception. 
Our team members have the right to their opinion, but it cannot and will 
not affect our content. To ensure this, every piece is reviewed by both 
myself  and Mr. Doehrmann before it is published.
     Second, we will create a platform for civil discourse. In an age where 

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Reflecting on the mission of Plugged In

Henry Donahue   >>>  Editor-in-Chief
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most debates tend to consist of  several expletives and a maximum of  
180 characters, it is critical that we create an environment where respect-
ful discussion of  controversial and difficult topics is promoted. Our goal 
with this is to influence the student body to think critically and make 
their voices heard, which will benefit them as they enter adulthood. To 
achieve this goal, we will provide opportunities for students to discuss 
a variety of  topics through our website, the first of  which can be taken 
advantage of  right now.
     The citizens of  Indiana will elect a new Secretary of  State in just a 
few days, and the race is a hot one. Republican candidate Diego Morales’ 
campaign has been rife with controversy, which has made many voters 
uncomfortable with voting for him. This poses quite the dilemma for 
Republican voters, who aren’t likely to vote for a Democratic candidate. 
What other option is there for them?
     Enter Jeff  Maurer, the Libertarian candidate. His platform appeals to 
conservative voters, as he supports independent election audits. But he 
also supports the legalization of  cannabis, a traditionally liberal policy. In 
a state where conservative Republicans dominate the political landscape, 
it will be a tough sell, but nothing is impossible.
     Will the people of  Indiana be willing to compromise? Could this 
be the first time in Indiana history that a Libertarian candidate wins 
a statewide election? Go to pluggedinshs.substack.com/p/election to 
make your voice heard.
     At the end of  the day, our goal is simple: to cut through the noise 
and provide the Speedway community with news that they can trust. We 
hope you’ll support us in this endeavor.

     This year’s fall drama production by the SHS thespians certainly chal-
lenges the norm.  It puts one of  the biggest names in literature in the 
crosshairs.   
     Starting tonight, the SHS theater department presents I Hate Shake-
speare! There will be three shows with the opening show taking place 
tonight at 7 p.m.   Saturday, there will be an afternoon matinee perfor-
mance beginning at 2:30 p.m. followed by the finale performance at 7 
p.m.   Tickets are $10.
     I Hate Shakespeare is a comedy that includes a lot of  twists on staples 
of  Shakespeare’s major works.  Veteran thespian Henry Bickel is excited 
about the show.  ̈ I’m extremely excited for the show, and particularly the 
opening Hamlet scene,” noted Bickel.   However, I think the best scene 
in the show is one I’m not in, The Dating Game with Romeo and Juliet.”
     While the show features some fabulous on-stage talent, it takes a 
village to pull off  a great show.   Senior Corbin Austin is a lead crew 
member working with lighting and this fall’s production is the seventh 
he has been involved in.   He offers some interesting insights on this 
year’s show including the show’s plot which he summarized in six words.   
“Kids trying to decipher Shakespeare plays,” said Austin.
     “I can’t think of  a favorite line but every piece of  dialogue shared 
between Henry Bickel and Mauro Manzano …. some of  the funniest 
parts of  the whole show,” observed Austin.”
 
Editor’s Note  >>>  Information compiled by Haela Stapish and 
the Plugged In staff.

HOW CAN ANYONE HATE SHAKESPEARE
See how by attending the fall play this weekend



   

     Tick-Tock! It’s almost time! The most anticipated sports event of  
the year is only 16 days away. Fans from all over the world are prepar-
ing to gather with friends and family to cheer for their favorite teams 
during the FIFA World Cup, which will be held in Qatar this year.
 
GROUPS 
     32 teams around the world will participate at this year’s World Cup 
with the group stages already determined. Teams were broken down 
to 8 groups, consisting of  4 teams in each group. Groups were drawn 
randomly in a live television event earlier this summer. 
 
LOCATION 
     This year’s World Cup will be played all around Qatar’s capital, 
Doha, and will require the use of  eight stadiums, with seven of  these 
stadiums being built just for this exclusive event. These stadiums are all 
within an hour of  the capital allowing easy access for all fans attend-
ing. Most of  these stadiums have a capacity of  40,000 attendees. Lusail 
Stadium is the only exception, holding 80,000 people. Lusail Stadium 
will hold the World Cup Final game on December 18. 
 
STADIUMS 
     Stadium 974: this brand new stadium has a beautiful view of  the 
Doha skyline. The first match played here will be between Mexico and 
Poland on November 22nd at 11am EST. 
     Al Thumama Stadium: the stadium’s design was inspired by the 
gahfiya, a traditional cap worn by males in the Middle East. The first 
match played here will be between Senegal and The Netherlands on 
November 21st at 11am EST. 
     Khalifa International Stadium: this glorious stadium has 10,450 
seats and LED lights on the outside. The first match played here will 
be between England and Iran on November 21st at 9am EST. 
     Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium: this stadium supports many different 
sporting events and is surrounded by a beautiful landscape. The first 
match played here will be between the United States and Wales on No-
vember 21st at 2pm EST. 
     Al Bayt Stadium: the design of  this stadium honors Qatar’s past and 
present, with the stadium being built with a focus on the future. The 
first match played here will be between Qatar and Ecuador on Novem-
ber 20th at 11am EST. 
     Lusail Stadium: this stadium is inspired by the golden age of  art 
characteristics from the Islamic and Arabic worlds. The first match 
played here will be between Argentina and Saudi Arabia on November 
22nd at 5am EST. 
     Al Janoub Stadium: the stadium’s design is inspired by appearance 
of  the traditional Dhow boat. The first match played here will be be-
tween the France and Austrailia on November 22nd at 2pm EST. 
     Education City Stadium: the stadium’s design exudes quality, du-
rability, and resilience, with its diamond-like shape patterns. The first 
match played here will be between Denmark and Tunisia on November 
22nd at 8am EST. 
 

A WONDERFUL WORLD CUP
The world’s futbol stars prepare to take center stage

Evelyn Luevanos   >>>  Reporter
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QUESTIONS 
 
Q: Why is the World Cup being held in Winter instead of  Summer?  
A: Qatar has a dry/hot climate all year, with temperatures rarely drop-
ping below 60 degrees. The intense summer heat can cause the players 
to develop health problems, such as heat stroke. To avoid this, FIFA 
officials moved the event to November/December. 
 
Q: Where can I watch the event?
A: The games will be broadcast in English on FOX and FS1, and in 
Spanish on Telemundo. It will be live streamed on multiple platforms, 
including Peacock, Fubo, and SlingTV. 
 
Q: When will the World Cup begin?
A: The World Cup begins on November 20th at 11am EST, with a 
match between host country Qatar and Ecuador at Al Bayt Stadium in 
Al Kohr.


